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Introduction
My research, entitled Indian and Nepali Immigrant Businesses in Somerville,
began as an exploration into the lives of Indian business owners in Somerville. It
became apparent that there was an unexpected Nepali population in the area. I do
not mean to offend anyone in linking the two cultures together; I recognize their
geographic, social, and political differences. However, the owners and workers I
interviewed are in the business offood, and the cultural overlap in this arena is
undeniable. Both culinary traditions utilize strong flavors, spices, and similar
ingredients. As I will discuss later in the paper, it is perhaps because of the American
palette - ignorant to the distinctiveness of Nepalese culture - that the two cultures
are merged. In this paper, particularly in the chapter 'Why leave home," I will
outline the distinctive aspects of these countries' histories.

My hope is that this paper accomplishes several goals. I hope to record the
stories of voices unheard, of lives that are frequently overlooked, lumped into social
scientists' statistics rather than told as individual experiences. A simultaneous goal
of this project is in conjunction with the Somerville Community Corporation (SCC),
to provide the non-profit organization with the personalized stories of businesses
they are trying to promote. The life stories and pictures the Urban Borderlands class
collected will be featured in an online interactive map of Somerville. The goal is to
promote these businesses, as the current economic conditions and extension of the
green line pose the threat of gentrification. The buzz surrounding the green line
extension is already causing concerns for business owners, particularly increasing
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rent. SCC's aim is to keep the Somerville community diverse, so that the current
residents can enjoy the benefits of an improved transportation system.

The questions I sought to answer were primarily how and why Indian and
Nepali immigrants ended up in Somerville, and how business owners experienced
the Somerville community. The chapters of this report are named accordingly.
"Indian and Nepali American" supplies a big picture view of immigration trends, and
locates interviewees' lives in a larger historical-political context. The subchapters in
this section highlight both political and personal reasons for leaving home, and why
Somerville, or the Greater Boston area, seemed the right place to settle.
"Immigration Experience" follows the identity transformations and redefinition of
home in America. I will discuss how the experience of national identity shifts for
these immigrants as a result of American familiarity - or lack thereof - of South East
Asia. In "Challenges of Business Ownership," I will outline trends in interviewees'
relationship with the city of Somerville and non-profit organizations such as SCC,
and the stumbling blocks they face. "Conclusions" will include an account of
business owner's perception of the future, and suggestions for further investigation.
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Methodology
Research was conducted from September to December of 2010. In this
period, I conducted four formal oral histories, with additional informal dialogues. I
met my interviewees simply by approaching them in their stores, and starting up a
conversation. Because of time constraints and language barriers, I was not able to
conduct more interviews, though I would have liked to. I recognize the limitations of
my research, particularly the small sample size. Only one of my interviewees has
been long established in the city; all others were relatively new to the area. While
this perhaps captures the newness and continual growth of the South Asian
population size in Somerville, I did not learn as much about the transformation of
Somerville over time as I had anticipated.
Eugenia Lee, fellow VBer this semester, interviewed Nepali business owners
(including Shiva Sharma and Laxmi Pradhan). We pooled our research together,
expanding our scope of voices heard for this short project.
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Narrators
Amrit Thakali was born in Nepal, and lived there until he enlisted in the
British army as a young man. He lived in London away from his family for years
before visiting a friend in San Diego, California. This experience prompted his desire
to move to the United States. Because he had family already established in the
greater Boston area, he settled in Somerville. Yak and Yeti is his second businesshis first is Mt. Everest Kitchen in the Allston/Brighton area - and it took him 14
months before finally opening in May 2010. His restaurants employ many family
members, and other Nepalis in the Somerville community.
Dipti Mistri was born in Bombay, India, where her family had a business in
steel and iron. She moved to the Somerville area in 1983, where she and her
husband opened up the
Little India grocery store,
su pplying the community
with phone cards, a wide
range of pitas, prepared
breads, ready to eat
meals, and an impressive
range of spices. This is
the third location of Little India in Dipti's thirty-five years in Somerville; it is the
largest, and she now sells liquor, in addition to a huge range of meals. She has two
children, both in college.
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Ram Kospel is a new Somerville resident, having moved from Kathmandu,
Nepal with his six year old
son and wife only six
months ago. Ram worked
for the government in Nepal,
and has traveled much of
the world. He decided to
move to Somerville to give
his six-year-old son better
opportunities. He has family and friends here, who have helped him find an
apartment and settle in. He works at Sathi Convenience Store, which his aunt owns.
Munna is originally from Hyderabad, India. He moved to Sunnyvale, CA
where a network of family has been established for nearly forty years. He moved to
Boston to explore the United States more, while he plans to move back to India by
27-years-old to marry a traditional Indian girl. Munna works at Quick Food Mart
seven days a week, and is enjoying the work and the experience in the U.S. While he
is lonely, he seems to enjoy the independence of young adulthood. While Munna is
not a business owner, he is forthcoming and eloquent, and his insight provided
greater depth of understanding.

(Following business owners photographed and interviewed by Eugenia Lee)
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Laxmi Pradhan is from Kathmandu, Nepal originally. He attended Catholic
school in Nepal, and moved to Michigan for a
year before moving to Boston in 2000. He
began several businesses with his son,
including the Subway/Union Mart store in
Union Square. They now jointly run a real
estate company and some rental apartments,
and are opening a new Indian/Nepalese
restaurant in the Teele Square.

Shiva Raj Sharma moved from the Chitwan District in Nepal to the United
States in 2003. In Nepal, he received a master's degree in commerce, and ran his
own factory for almost ten years, at the age of 23-years-old. Settling originally in
New York, he established
a towel company, but
closed it in 2004. He
worked in a grocery
store, Subway, and a CVS
store in Cambridge before
starting New Market in
Union Square in January
2010.
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Indian and Nepali Americans
Why leave home
The first Indians to venture into America confronted a hostile social
environment. These early immigrants, mainly students, sailors, and diplomats,
began arriving in small numbers in the 1820s. Between 1902 and 1906 over 800
Asian Indians arrived in the U.S. 85 to 90 percent of the original Asian immigrants at
the turn of the last century were Silill; they were primarily unskilled and
uneducated agriculturalist (Jacoby, 1957: 7). Modifications in the U.S. immigration
laws of 1965 lured an educated professional class. Today, the Indian American
population is comprised of majority "Hindus." The Sikh population - originating
from the state of Punjab - now only comprise a small percent of Asian Indian
immigrants, and are located predominantly in California.
These immigrants faced discrimination from white supremacists who spread
racist propaganda in newspapers, aiming to promote the idea that Indians were
"somewhat less than human" (Gonzalez, 1986). This negative public opinion
mounted to the passage of anti-Asian laws at both the state and federal level. In
California, the Alien Land Law of 1919 prohibited aliens, who were not eligible for
citizenship, from owning or leasing land. At the federal level, the Immigration Act of
1917 created the "Pacific Barred Zone," which maintained that immigrants from
certain regions of Asia (including India, Burma, and Siam) would not be allowed to
immigrate to America (Hess, 1969). Most distressing was the "Thind Case," in which
the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that Asian Indians were not "free white persons" and
therefore could not become American citizens (Scott, 1923; Singh, 1946; Ireland,
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1966). Moreover, the decision deemed that all Indians naturalized before the "Thind

Case" had received their documents "fraudulently," and had their citizenship
revoked. Thus, between 1915 and 1929, only 1,646 Asian Indians were admitted to
the country; during the war years, only 183 Asian Indians entered. 1
The second wave of immigration occurred between 1945 and 1965 when the
Luce-Celler Bill passed in July 1946. Asian Indians were freed from the "BarredZone," and were given a quota of 100 immigrants per year (Gonzalez, 49). This bill
not only allowed immigrants entrance to the states, but also lifted the official ban on
the naturalization of Indians as American citizens. In contrast, the "third wave" of
Asian Indian immigrants, between 1966 and 1984, tended to be young, welleducated, and heavily concentrated in the professions; most came from urbanized
centers in India, able to communicate in English.2 They settled in urbanized parts of
the U.S.: Illinois, New Jersey, California, New York, Massachusetts. These population
characteristics follow a common theme since the liberalization of immigration laws
in 1965: brain drain. This new immigration continues, unabated. While the numbers
change each year, large numbers of immigrants from South Asia arrive every year.

The first Nepalese to enter the U.S. were classified as "other Asian;"
immigration records show that 1,910 "other Asians" were admitted to the U.S.
between 1881 and 1890. The Nepalese were first classified as a separate group in
1975, when 56 Nepalese immigrated to the states. Fewer than 100 Nepalese

immigrants become U.S. citizens each year, but the number of Nepalese who become

1
2

See appendix for Table 2 of "Asian Indian Immigration to the United States: 1900 to 1981"
See appendix for Table 3 of "Asian Indians Naturalized u.s. Citizens in 1981 by Major Occupation

Groups"
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legal residents has increased steadily from 78 in 1987 to 431 in 1996. Amrit notes,
''Yes, now it [the Nepali population] is large. Before, when I came, it's maybe not
even like a hundred. Now I think it's maybe five or six thousand in Nepal
community." Additionally, Munna commented the following:
Munna: I never saw a Nepali guy in California, these many years, I never saw.
First time I saw the Nepali guys over here in Boston - not even in Boston! I
never saw in Boston. Just in Somerville. After coming over here only did I get
in touch with the Nepali guys. Until then, not even in my lifetime, I don't
know even a single Nepali guy. There is an actress in India, she is the only
Nepali I know. [laughs]
Studies show that Nepalese immigrate for educational and employment
opportunities. The education system in Nepal is strikingly dire. Only Nepal's
wealthiest can afford to send their children to the West for schooling. Moreover,
Shiva Sharma cited the political situation in Nepal as impetus to leave. The Maoist
insurgency that began in 1996 made it increasingly dangerous for factory owners,
according to Shiva, as Maoist rebels targeted them. All interviewees also mentioned
the nationwide joblessness and aimlessness in their home country. In comparing
Nepal and Britain or the U.S., Amrit said the following:
AT.: Because if you work, and you have money, and you go buy something,
something like that, and then is - I think it looks cheaper, something like that,
than in Nepa!. If I'm in Nepa!, I'm not going to work. I'm just going to stay
home, spend money.
AD.: How do you have an income if you don't work in Nepal?
AT.: Yeah, that's the only reason it's okay. For example, in my culture, its like
I have my son. He's twenty four years old, right? When I stayed in Nepa!, ah
normally I use my pension, for example, my army pension. And normally my
son and daughter take it to me. Because when he's living here, he might send
me the money, and have me spend, buy something. Yeah, and that's normally
my family life.
My narrators had received varied levels of education themselves, but all noted their
children's success in American schools and universities.
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Why come to Somerville
Surprisingly, interviewees highlighted Somerville's existing transportation
as an alluring factor. In describing Somerville, Amrit says:
Somerville is like the most convenient spot. Because you know there is a lot
of transportation. If you don't have transportation, like a private car, people
is very convenient for Somerville because lots of bus, 91, 80, 88, 87, 86. Lots
of bus go everywhere. That's why I choose Somerville before.
Dipti's father-in-law chose to move to Somerville because of the city's reminiscence
to Bombay. She explains, "That's why my father-in-law liked it. Because in India
there's like a road and all the cargo goes back and forth, but too much noise. That's
why my father-in-law likes this place, because of the main street and the car comes
and goes."
Most narrators had moved first to another location, before deciding on
Somerville. Shiva and Amrit moved to New York for short periods of time, and then
decided to move closer to family members who'd already established some sort of
social network in Somerville. It remains a mystery who the first Indian or Nepali
was to settle in Somerville, but he was likely a single man - or man with his family
still abroad - who established roots in this city, as was the common
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Immigration Experience
How identity is maintained and transformed

In moving to a new country, old and new converge, foreign and familiar
comingle, certain values are lost and others gained. While Amrit is a business
entrepreneur, he remains in close ties to family. Besides employing many family
members - as all interviewed employers do - he partakes in Nepali community
events and holidays to pass on tradition. We discussed the festival Dashain
celebrated in October by Nepalis once a year, a holiday in which older generations
give blessing to younger generations; children visit their parents, parents visit their
parents. He held the event at his home this year, and the ritual allows for the
generations to feel continuity among themselves. Additionally, Munna noted the
following:
Indian community means, you know, especially for the Telugu people from
Hyderabad and Andhra Pradesh, we all meet in the Framingham all the time.
Over there, we'll do some festivals, gathering, we do the festivals. We'll
prepare the recipes, and gather them, lunch, dinner.
The majority of these immigrants are Hindu, or Buddhist. One scholar notes,
"Home shrines are more central to the lives of most Hindus than temples are, and
life-cycle and other family-based rituals are fundamental to personal identity .... The
new immigrants of the brain drain came to the United States as individuals, brought
personal ritual objects for home shrines, and practiced privately at home" (William,
1998: 182). These visual vestiges to Indian and Nepali immigrants were found in
every establishment I visited for this project. Fellow UBer Eugenia Lee also found in
her conversation with L.B. Ayer, a worker from India Palace in Union Square, that
sometimes in the early morning, employees pray in the restaurant "for good
14

business and well-being." Shrines line the walls of restaurants and markets. Below
are photographs of the entrance of the former Little India store location. At left is a
shrine and poster of Ganesha; to the right is a poster of Lord Shiva.

Culture is also retained in language. The Nepali LIPS students I interviewed
in September explained to me that they learned Hindi by watching TV growing up.
While Amrit did not learn from television in his time, he did learn the language from
Indian travelers he encountered in Nepal. Amrit said the following:
I speak Nepali in the home. And normally, when I go into my community I
speak the Nepali. And when I go to the Indian community I speak Hindi too.
We only speak English with American customers, but when we go into our
community, we have community fair, community meeting, we do everything
by the Nepali.
English is functional, while Nepali language preserves ethnic heritage. The Greater
Boston Nepali Community, a non-profit organization comprised of over 600 people,
works to promote Nepalese culture in the Boston area. Established in 1989, the
organization serves as a networking tool for new and veteran Boston residents.
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While cultural values are retained, my interviewees stressed how
womanhood is drastically different in America. When discussing the greatest
cultural dissimilarity between India and America, Munna said the following:
In Hyderabad, nobody use ID over there. The girls, they will be out by ten,
eleven, that's it... And, I never saw a girl buy a cigarette over there. In India,
in some places, in Mumbai, and Delhi, you know, and even in Hyderabad in
pubs you get some cigarettes and everything, but the outside culture - no
way! ... After nine you can't see a traditional girl outside the home, that's it.
He will return to India for an arranged marriage at 27 or 28-years-old, when his
parents find him a wife. He says, "I don't want a girl with all that knowledge ... I just
want a girl who will care for my mother, father, and who cooks for me." He
described at great length his shock in seeing women wandering the streets alone
late at night, intoxicated. Once he even watched as police car trail a woman home, to
make sure she arrived safely. Dipti mentioned that gender norms have shifted even
in India, since she was a girl:
In India the ladies don't work, nowadays they all work, but they all be like a
housewife. The family member - only the head of the household, like men
only work, women doesn't work. But nowadays the lives have changed, so
women also work.
Standing with brush in hand, after varnishing her new countertops, Dipti's eyes
beamed with pride.

Conflagration of Indian and Nepali Cultures
As I developed my research report, I was interested in how Indian and Nepali
cultures were mashed into one broad category of "South Asian culture" in the United
States. Amrit described to me how this merging of cultures is to better advertise to
an American audience. His first business Mt. Everest Kitchen in Allston was
advertised as Nepali cuisine, but he says consumers were unfamiliar with the
16

product: "People know only the Indian, right?!," And so, he developed a menu at Yak
and Yeti that would represent both Nepali and Indian cuisines. Below is an image
taken from their website of the menu items.
Nepali Cuisine
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Amrit described to me in great depth the similarities between the foods, and similar
cooking styles.
There is no animosity between the two groups (as there is between different
Hispanic groups, for instance); rather, they are supportive and friendly with one
another. The appreciation for complex tastes and spices in foods, along with the
overlapping of religious beliefs and values, makes for a peaceful and accommodating
brotherhood in America.
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Challenges of Business Ownership
Gentrification and Working with the City

The Somerville area has developed and become more expensive, particularly
in the past decade. As residents have witnessed in the Davis Square area, immigrant
business owners suffer in the wake of gentrification. Dipti, a long time Somerville
resident, describes Somerville when she first arrived:
Before it was like not too many ... I had a couple of Brazilian store, one
Brazilian. Nowadays Somerville is increase in the Brazilians, Nepalis, and
then Punjabi. Gujarati has a few. Nowadays, this area is so improving and
inexpensive, so they move to Malden and Everett. So the rent is too high. It
used to be like 1984, up til then rent was only like $600. I had a first store,
I'm paying only $450 a month, for 500 square feet. Now, if you go to the 500
square feet, you have to pay $1200, or $1300, something like that.
According to her, she has survived this long because she keeps her prices low, and
because of the relationships she's built with loyal customers. Dipti says, "One family,
they come from very far away, but they say we just come to your store because
whenever we come you just give a nice big smile, so we really like to come to your
store." Indians, Pakistanis, Bangladeshi, Nepali, and now Americans frequent her
store.
While I wanted to ask what goals she had for the future, she seemed to be
achieving them right before my eyes; business was doing well. In fact, she got a
license to sell alcohol, and half of her store is a liquor store. This addition of
products will earn her some more money, though the licenses themselves are
expensive. This larger store is a huge investment for her family. She comments, with
a smile on her face, "Oh yes, in my whole life, 25 years in my business. This whole
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stuff, I did it. Like the floor, ceiling, lighting, everything I payed for. My landlord
didn't pay for it. So it's like big, big risk nowadays in economy."
Amrit and I discussed the obstacles he faced in setting up Yak and Yeti over
the past few years. While he said he tries his best to maintain a good relationship
with the city, they are difficult to negotiate with. For example, he applied for a larger
seating capacity, which they rejected. Additionally, parking for patrons is a problem,
and they are of no help. It took 14 months to open the restaurant, much longer than
anticipated, because they kept telling him to change things - big things -like moving
a brick wall. Similarly, Dipti mentioned the frustrations when asked how long she's
been working on opening the store: "One and a half years, because we finish it, but
the city, you know, they come down once in a month, and they say do this, that, that,
that." Both faced unexpected financial and time burdens.

Attitudes towards the Green Line Extension

In regards to the Green Line, Dipti is very excited. She sees her move to the
new location next to Market Basket - the busiest grocery store in the area - as a
great milestone. From my own research online, I found newspaper articles citing the
debate over the move; in a classic small business vs. giant corporation debate, Dipti
and Umesh won, and even got a small portion of the Market Basket parking lot
(Nash, 2010). Indeed, she has grown her business drastically, and her customer base
will inevitably grow due to this new location. Pictured below is the new fa~ade of
Little India; the building was once used for the neighboring cemetery, then a
restaurant supply company, and most recently a boxing club.
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With the extension of the green line, I believe Amrit and Dipti will have a good
chance of survival. Neither own their buildings, but they have an established
customer base that already displays loyalty, driving from neighboring towns to shop
and eat. Newer business owners had only vaguely heard about the Green Line
extension, in passing. None of my interviewees have attended community meetings
sponsored by see or other organizations to voice their concerns. With the changes
to our community that will accompany a new transportation system, businesses
must utilize what resources the city has.
Business owners are weary of the impact of construction and traffic
congestions, particularly in Union Square, an area that just completed extensive
roadwork. As the city has extended parking meter hours and rates have increased,
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there is concern about where customers will park. Luckily for Amrit, most of his
customers are locals, who can walk or bike to the restaurant.
Moreover, Amrit has fashioned the decor and menu of his restaurant to
appeal to American consumers. Amrit says, "I really cook some dishes like authentic.
Like Nepali morna, that's authentic. I didn't change. Some flavor we have to change
to make happy for the American. And customers like that too." Yak and Yeti cafe is a
modern establishment. One wall is covered by an image ofthe snow-capped
Himalayas. The walls are sleek, the red chairs bright and catchy. The restaurant
website reads:
We are not just another Indian/Nepali Restaurant, our recipes are simple,
natural, low fat, and authentic. Prepared from the fresh chicken, lamb,
seafood and vegetables, there is always something exciting and delicious for
vegetarians and non-vegetarian patrons from our menu that consist of more
than 120 items.
Indeed, Amrit stressed the healthy aspects of his cuisine, a preference highlighted by
Americans. I would urge other business owners to appeal to American audience,
while maintaining authenticity.
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Conclusions
Community Outreach
My interviewees had mixed relationships with the city government and nonprofit organizations. Amrit says:
I have a good relationship with the city, because I all the time, whatever nonprofit organization that comes to see me, and I all the time give some
donation. Last time is the Community Action Agency, CAS ... They request to
me on holiday, I give them fifteen percent all my sale, all day long. I just get a
letter from another, I give some gift certificate to some other non-profit, I
give to some all the time I do whatever they request, I never say like no.
Ram did not know what the Somerville Community Corporation was when I spoke
with him, but Sathi Convenience store had an advertisement (pictured below) for
English classes.
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The South Asian community has an extensive network in the Boston area, that
communicates online and in newsprint, in "Boston South Asian" at the entrance of
Little India, for example. Amrit used to advertise in the Somerville magazine, and
now has a website on yellowpage.com. Moreover, Dipti informed me of her
advertising strategies:
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I advertise in my older newspaper. I have a big helper, for when we had a
problem with Market Basket. I have Metro, they put my name on it, so there's
a big history! [laughs] ... I was planning to put, send some people the flyers. I
can call somebody who has the old Indian community listing, so maybe I was
planning to take that, and I can postage the flyer like one or two times.
Projects like YUM: A Taste ofimmigrant City, spearheaded by the Tufts course
"Economic Anthropology in Action: The Very Social Business of Survival," catalyzes
on social media, extending the reach of these immigrant communities to the
Somerville community at large.
Along with cultural diversity, these immigrant business owners bring growth
to the local economy. Francine Lipman writes "undocumented immigrants actually
contribute more to public coffers in taxes than they cost in social services" and
"contribute to the U.S. economy through their investments and consumption of
goods and services; filling of millions of essential worker positions resulting in
subsidiary job creation, increased productivity and lower costs of goods and
services; and unrequited contributions to Social Security, Medicare and
unemployment insurance programs." Immigrants -legal and illegal- are more
likely to take jobs that Americans don't want, and are vital to the functioning of our
local communities. Moreover, they make an effort to buy from local vendors and
establish good relationships with their neighbors.

Recommendations for Future Research

In writing this report, I aimed to provide an ethnographic account of Indian
and Nepali immigrants in Somerville in 2010. Because this project lasted only one
semester, and was broadly themed, I was not able to delve into great detail about
some issues that arose. My focus was on business owners, but further research in
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the near future could investigate South Asians in other professions, and how the
Green Line affects their networking.
Additionally, future researchers could look into identifying the first
individual, family or families to settle in Somerville from India and Nepa!. I was not
able to find this out in my interviews. I do not think it would be difficult to trace
back, as there is still a relatively new and small- though thriving - population of
NepaJis in Somerville.
While I touched briefly on difference on gender norms in the U.S., further
research could investigate changing notions of womanhood and marriage in the
immigrant experience. This report captures the anxieties, aspirations, and
conditions of my narrators. It will be useful to look at retrospectively, once the
Green Line has altered Somerville, to see how destiny falls into place - to see what
our city once was (and hopefully, continues to be).
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Table 1: ACS Demographic and Housing Estimates: 2006-2008
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Table 1
ACS Demographic and Housing Estimates: 2006-2008
Data Set: 2006-2008 American Community Survey 3-Year Estimates
Survey: American Community Survey
Geographic Area: Somerville city, Massachusetts
NOTE. Although the American Community Survey (ACS) produces population, demographic and housing unit estimates, it is
the Census Bureau's Population Estimates Program that produces and disseminates the offic ial estim ates ofthe popu lation fo r
th e n ation st at es coun t ies cities an d towns and estimat es of h ou s jng units for st at es a nd counties .

IFoe mace infoemation on
confidentiality
protection, samplingerror, nonsamplingerror, and definitions,
see Survey
Methodology.ACS
Demographic and
Housing- Estimates

~

Margin of Error (+ j-)

Estimate

Margin of Error ( +j -)

Percent

EXANDAGE

Total population

Male

Female
Under 5 years
5 to 9 years
o to 14 years
5 to 19 y~ars
20 to 24 years
25 to 34 years
5 to 44 years
5 to 54 years
5 to S9 y~ars
60 to 64 years
65 to 74 years
75 to 84 years
85 years and over
Median age (years)
18 ears and over
21 years and over
62 years and over
65 years and over
18 years and over
Male
Female
65 years and over
Male
Female

69,662
32,463
37,199
2,905
1,928,
1,963
___
3,397

69,662

2,555
2,956
2,4 971
1,196
31,4'
61,798
57,434
8,108,
6,649
61,798
28,194
33,604
6,649
2,261
4,388

2,385
1,558
1,611
642
446
425
711
1,417
1,502
1,004,
1,Q18
484'
491
447
396
353
0,7
2,134
1,809
704
635
2,134'
1,453
1,498
635
314
519

69,662
68,375,
1,287
68,375
52,483

2,385
2,456,
514
2,456
2,175

69,662
98.2%
1.8%
98.2%

3,059

10,581
19,665
9,356,
7,565
__
3,098

46.6%
53.4%
4.2%
2.8%
2.8%
4.9%
15.2%
28.2%
13.4%
10.9%
4.4%
3.7%
4.2%
3.6%
1.7%
(X)
88.7%
82.4%
11.6%
9.5%
61,798
45.6%
54.4%
6,649

(X)
1,5
1,5
0,9
------,
0,6
0,6
1,0,
1,8
2,2

~
1,4
0,7
0,7
---!
0,6
0,6
0,5

_

(X)
1.1
1,4
1,0
0,9

_

(X)
1,7
1,7

(X)

34.0%r

3,9
3,9

66.0%

RACE

Total l22.pulation
One race
wo or more races
One race
White
Black or African
American
American Indian and
Alaska Native
Cherokee tribal
grouping
Chippewa tribal
grouping
Navajo tribal grouping
Sioux tribal grouping]
Asian

t

- - -75.3 W

(X)
0,7
0,7
0,7
2,2

705

4.4%

1,0

404

306

0.6%

0.4

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N
N
6,802

N
N
1,308

N
N
9.8%

_

N

----;{
N
1,8
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~

2,052
Asian Indian
758
1,972
Chinese
710
24'
40
Dilipino
Japanese
252
153
505
346
Q orean
Vietnamese
423
279
1,574
Other Asian
801
Native Hawaiian and
151
244
Other Pacific Islander
Native Hawaiian
N
N
Guamanian or
N
N
Chamorro
Samoan
N
N
Other Pacific Islander
N
N
5,476
1,332
Some other race
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2008 American Community Survey

UI

2.9%
2.8%
0.0%
0.4%
0.7%
0.6%
2.3%

~

0.2%

0.4

N

~

N
N

1,0
0,1
0,2
0,5
0.4

~
---r1

N

-;)

7.9%'

1,9
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Association of Nepalis in the Americas
An organization of people of Nepali origin in the Americas and international friends of
Nepal. ANA was founded in July 1983 in New York.
Address: 11605 Gainsborough Road, Potomac, MD 20854
Telephone: (301) 299-8045
Greater Boston Nepali Community
Non-profit organization of individuals of Nepali ethnicity promoting Nepalese culture
in the Boston area.
Contact: Raju Pradhan
Address: P.O. Box 893, Watertown, MA 02272
Telephone: (617) 924-8852
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